Alien Disruption: Captured by Aliens 3.5

The explosive boom not only interrupted
Morgans sleep, but signaled the arrival of a
larger than life alien who thoroughly
disrupts her boring, uncomplicated life.
Hes fuzzy, muscular, and needs her help to
fix his ship before the bounty hunter on his
tail gets to them both. And Morgan
discovers big aliens lead to big problems.
Rating: This short novella (15,000 +
words) is an interlude between the main
novels of Captured by Aliens and loosely
connected to that universe featuring a
Happy-For-Now conclusion, mild violence,
language, and sexual situations. It was
originally published in the USA Today
Best-Selling collection TAMING THE
MONSTER and has not been altered from
its original publication. If you purchased
TAMING THE MONSTER, you already
have a copy of this story--unless you are
interested in owning the single title release
with a shiny new cover in which case Jaide
appreciates you to the moon and back.
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